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In most modern Web applications, domain spe-
cific knowledge is represented by means of one or
more Web ontologies, containing concepts and rela-
tions, represented using triples consisting of a sub-
ject, a predicate, and an object. Such structured
data facilitates data understandability, and thus
the interoperability between different computer sys-
tems.

Due to society’s non-static nature, knowledge re-
flecting the real world requires regular updates. Tra-
ditional data sources like relational databases have
mechanisms for automatic updates. However, a
principled way of automatic Web ontology updat-
ing does not yet exist. This forces domain experts
to manually update ontologies, which is a tedious,
repetitive, error-prone, and time-consuming activ-
ity.

The event-triggered Ontology Update Language
(OUL) [1] alleviates the process of manual Web on-
tology updating by providing a means to define sets
of SPARQL/Update rules and is based on the au-
tomatic update mechanism from active databases:
SQL-triggers. Using an Event-Condition-Action
model, a list of ontology update actions are per-
formed, triggered by event occurrences through so-
called changehandlers.

However, this method does not support a fully
automated ontology update mechanism. There-
fore, in our recent efforts [2], we have extended
OUL to OULx with language features, i.e., prefixes
and negation, and various update execution mech-
anisms. For example, adding to a product ontology
an item that was not yet present could be accom-
plished using the following OULx changehandler:

CREATE CHANGEHANDLER addProductHandler

PREFIX kb: <http://www.hermes.com/

knowledgebase.owl#>

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/

22-rdf-syntax-ns#>

FOR add(?company kb:hasProduct ?product)

AS IF (contains(?company rdf:type kb:Company)

and !(contains(?product rdf:type kb:Product)))

THEN insert data{?product rdf:type kb:Product};

applyRequest;

where lines containing PREFIX define prefixes that
stand for various namespaces, and the negation op-
erator is represented by the exclamation symbol (!).

For update execution mechanisms, in OULx, we
incorporated immediate updating, as opposed to the
default deferred updating. Also, we added an inter-
nal triggering mechanism for changehandlers called
updates chaining, allowing for automatic event trig-
gering based on event actions. Furthermore, we
included support for looping, enabling repetitive
treatment of an event. Last, we added the op-
tion to execute all matching changehandlers for an
event, instead of just the first matching handler. As
a proof-of-concept, we implemented the language
and its execution models, which we made avail-
able at http://people.few.eur.nl/fhogenboom/
oulx.html.

In his talk, Frederik Hogenboom, PhD student at
the Erasmus University Rotterdam, will be focus-
ing on several aspects of OULx. First, the specifi-
cations of the existing OUL language are discussed.
Second, the extensions implemented in OULx are
presented. Third, a use case-based evaluation of the
implemented execution models is given. The work
presented here follows from a paper to be published
in the proceedings of the Thirteenth International
Conference on Web Information System Engineer-
ing (WISE 2012) [2].
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